
Custom program management 
software for a global automotive 
oversight organization



About IAOB and IATF
The International Automotive Oversight Bureau (IAOB) is one of the five global oversight 
offices that report through the International Automotive Task Force (IATF). IAOB’s sole focus 
is around Automotive Quality Management System oversight. 

The International Automotive Task Force 
(IATF) is a particular group of automotive 
manufacturers and their affiliated trade 
associations that provide improved quality 
products to automotive customers 
worldwide. 

Offers support to the IATF voting members to implement and manage the IATF 
16949 Automotive Quality Management System scheme. 

Coordinates with the other IATF oversight offices to ensure global consistency 
of the IATF 16949 registration scheme. 

Supports the IATF in attaining global harmonization with other automotive 
manufacturers.

Develops and maintains a central IATF database containing strategic 
information about the registration scheme. 

IAOB:
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Works to develop a consensus regarding 
international fundamental quality system 

requirements for the automotive industry.

Creates policies and procedures for the 
common IATF third-party registration 
scheme to ensure consistency worldwide.

Offers appropriate training to support IATF 
16949 requirements and the IATF 

registration scheme.

Establishes formal liaisons with appropriate 
bodies to support IATF objectives.

IATF:
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IATF members include leading vehicle manufacturers like BMW Group, Daimler AG, FCA, Ford 
Motor Company, General Motors, Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) Limited, Groupe PSA, Groupe 
Renault, Volkswagen AG, and the vehicle manufacturers respective trade associations: AIAG 
(U.S.), ANFIA (Italy), FIEV (France), SMMT (U.K.) and VDA QMC (Germany).
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Challenges faced by IAOB

As a global organization, IAOB works on several objectives and 
initiatives. It was challenging for them to manage and track 
multiple projects and keep everything organized. 

They are constantly overwhelmed with deadlines and are busy in 
10-12 areas of work. Though they could meet most of the deadlines, 
the probability of falling through the cracks was high. 

Lack of proper technology that could help them manage various 
programs and improve the management’s visibility across all the 
areas where they work. 
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Fingent’s solution
IAOB wanted Fingent to develop a custom program management 
software that will help them organize their work and workflows, manage meeting scheduling, 
check meeting availability, send and receive notifications, and track various initiatives.

The custom program management software developed for IAOB 
complies with the quality and philosophy of their plan, way of work, 
and approach. 

Fingent introduced a variety of tracking features and a security firewall 
to protect the client’s data.

Using the program management software, IAOB can track all their 
deliverables. The application also helps them create and track 
personal to-dos.

Using APIs and other alternative methods, Fingent helped them 
integrate different systems used by IAOB into the new software. The 
software now serves as a central program management tool where 
IAOB’s workforce can find and access all the data they need. 

Fingent has recommended and helped the client identify places where 
they can find their SSL license and where they can go to find servers to 
store the program. 

Fingent has also supported IAOB to identify the areas where they can 
implement multi-authentication.

Fingent enhanced the program’s security by integrating a multi-factor 
authentication process along with the Project Management application.
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Customer benefits
Managing Director of International Automotive 
Oversight Bureau, Cherie Reiche, states in a Clutch 
review that the program management software 
developed by Fingent has completely met their 
expectations.  

The program is highly customizable and 
offers them the ability to create date 
polls for people in different regions and 
time zones to determine people’s 
availability.

IAOB was able to streamline their 
decision making process (involving 
key stakeholders) by using a 
polling/survey module that was 
tailor-made to improve their existing 
processes.

IAOB’s team can schedule meetings 
directly in the tool, take minutes of 
meetings (MoM), and assign tasks to 
people. 

The software can be specifically 
customized to the client’s needs. It 
helps them create teams and change 
different settings to get their work 
done faster. 

The software provides management 
visibility as well as runs all their 
initiatives and projects with enhanced 
efficiency.
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Technology stack

Front End Back End Database

Angular 9

What the customer says

Their team has been a 
guiding light for us 

throughout this entire 
process. Responsiveness 

and flexibility are hallmarks 
of their work.

Cherie Reiche, Managing Director, 
International Automotive Oversight Bureau
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About Fingent
We are a Global IT company providing strategic IT business solutions and 
services for complex business problems, in multiple industry sectors 
including retail, healthcare, finance, education, and more. Our technology 
and industry expertise enables us to deliver cutting-edge internet 
technologies and scalable, secure, and easy-to-use web applications that 
work across multiple devices. We believe that the judicious use of 
technology, together with a good design can reduce complexity, connect 
individuals, and provide valuable insights, all of which ultimately help 
businesses succeed.


